Abstract
Introduction
The research in finite-dimensional linear continuoiistime periodic (FDLCP) systems has been a fociis in system contiol analysis and synthesis for a long time [4] , [13] , [lG] . In particular, the stability analysis of FDLCP systems is one of the central topics which is much harder to deal with than that of LTI systems, and only some primitive results are available [4] , [7] . Roughly speaking, the well-known Floqiiet theorem seems to be the best results at hand when dealing with the stability problems of general FDLCP systems [SI, [ l l ] , in contrast with the more general stability analysis (e.g., [3] , [6], [14] ) of sampled-data systems.
which are also periodic [l] .
This paper sheds a new light on the asymptotic stability problem of a class of general FDLCP systems. By the Floquet theorem and the Toeplitz similarity transformation formula [15] , 1171, a stability criterion based on what we call the harmonic Lyapunov equation is proved in Section 3. Our proof arguments are given only through simple matrix algehra so that tlie existence problem of steady-state solutions of a periodic time-varying Lyapunov differential matrix eqnation is circumvented completely. The harmonic Lyapunov equation provides some theoretical insight into the stability problem for an FDLCP system and is useful in deriving a necessary and sufficient stability test based on the stability analysis of an approximate FDLCP model whose transition matrix can be determined explicitly, as discussed in Section 4. 
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However. since -E( j 0 ) * = E( j O ) , we can conclude that --1 '~ E I E a s we claimed. The meaning of this remark is that it iiiakes sense to consider the inner product we note that g ( Q , t ) is block-diagonal, and then
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Next, we construct the operator
T)dT (9)
where & = P* W P E S+. It can be shown that S+ and it is a unique solution of
in the elementwise sense (that is, here we regard (10) as infinitely many simultaneous equations of finite-dimensional matrices with infinitely many finitediniensional matrix variables). This can be completed by some similar arguments as we do in LTI stable sj-stems. The main difference is that in this case the iliatrices involved are infinite-dimensional. Now repeating the arguments about the adjoint of A -E(j0) on 4 -E(jO), it follows readily that (10) can also be viewed as an operator-valued (hut with infinitedimensional matrix representation) Lyapunov equation on 1~ C 12 and that 1~ is k-invariant.
Noting that ZE is e-'-invariant by Lemma 1, it follows that on IE c 12
by pre-multiplying E-* and post-niultiplj;ing E-' on (10). On the other hand, since l~ is e-'-, 1-and e---
Therefore, it can be claimed that on l~ c 12
E-*(Q -E(jO))*E*E-*~[P-' +&-*23-'I'(Q --&(jO))P-' = -e--&E-'
where H*P-* = 1 corresponds to the identity operator on IE. Thus, it follows that on I E c 12 
1). -.ir,(t) E L,[O,h]; 2). G, h,as th.e transition matrix @,(t,O) cmd all th.e eigen,values of Q , haae negative real p~r t a ; 3). for &(t) := A ( f ) --4(,(t), t h e e:rist
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(Sufficiency) By 2), for any E,, E S+, the 
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Now take 0 # x E IE c 12. Then by the well-known Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain where we used the assumption 3 ) and followed a similar derivation as in (12) on the operator p,1~41',. Also ,(h,O) . Hence. it, follows ininiediat,ely that which says that the condition 2) is satisfied. Now considering the differential equations i/ = Qaji and = Qv and repeating the arguments of (17) and (18) on these two equations and applying Lemma 3 leads to the second relation of (E).
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Fsom (ll), we observe &,(t,O) = -4(t)djfI(t,O) -
A j ( t ) Q r L ( t , 0). According to the variation-of-constatits
Step 2. By some similar arguments to Step 1. it can be asserted that for any t E [0, h] Step 3. Now let 11s define the set A6 := {A,(t) E In the sequel, we take one such small enough S. Fur where .rj is a scalar, and let I.r.sI = iiiax,,,Ez 1.r711) > 0 which can be attained at a finite s since s E 12. From these facts, some similar arguments as we have in t.he iisual Gerschgorin theorem [lo] show that the eigenval- with Lu'h = 2 (i. e., h = n). Obviously. =l(t) is hperiodic and each element of A ( t ) is continuously differentiable in [O. h] . Hence, we can construct an approximate model by an h-periodic piecewiw constant niatrix -4(,(t). To compute Q,, the period ii ia divided into -V(l = 80 subintervals of the same length, and to check the second inequality of the condition 3) of Theorem 3, each subinterval is further segiiiented into .Nc = 50 subintervals. Figure l(a) We can also utilize the Gerschgorin criterion. However.
since the structure of A,(t) prevents us from applying the criterion effectively, it is necessary to introduce the similarity transformation on A,(t) so that the 'DC part' becomes diagonal. We can see from Figure l ( b ) that the Gerschgorin criterion is considerably powerful in spite of its very low computational load. Note that some inconsistency can be found in these figures. which is due to numerical problems.
Conclusion
In this paper. the asymptotic staldity problem of a class of general FDLCP systems is studied. Through the harmonic analysis, the Lyapunov equation is recovered in an LTI fashion with an infinite-dimensional matrix equation. This harmonic Lyapunov equation should be interpreted as an operator-valued Lyapunor equation densely defined on the linear space 12, which does help to derive a necessary and sufficient stability criterion via approximate models. The latter is highly applicable since we can take such approxiillate models whose transition matrix can be explicitly coniptited. The Gerschgorin stability criterion, which is sufficient, is developed by a simple generalization of the finitedimensional version to operators on 12.
